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The Good Place actor will have role in Nine Perfect Strangers

The Good Place actor Manny Jacinto will have a lead role, right next to Nicole Kidman and Melissa McCarthy, in Nine Perfect Strangers.

Nine Perfect Strangers is based on the book with the same name from Liane Moriarty. She also wrote the book upon which Big Little Lies is based. A lot of people who are working on Nine Perfect Strangers have also worked on Big Little Lies. David E. Kelley, John Henry Butterworth and Samantha Strauss have written this series, which is expected to release on Hulu in 2021. 
 
 Manny Jacinto (The Good Place) will star opposite Nicole Kidman (Big Little Lies) and Melissa McCarthy (Nobodies) in this new series. Jacinto will portray Yao, who had a near-death experience alongside Masha (Kidman), which has resulted in him becoming her righthand in Tranquillum, a wellness resort with unusual methods. He is completely entranced by Masha and is highly dedicated to her techniques and lessons for self-improvement. 
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Next episode
No new episodes, series is terminated.
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Latest news
[image: Game of Thrones spin-off about Jon Snow off the table for the time being]
Game of Thrones spin-off about Jon Snow off the table for the time being

The potential Game of Thrones sequel starring Kit Harington is no longer in development at HBO.

Today, 17:30

[image: NCIS and The Neighborhood renewed by CBS]
NCIS and The Neighborhood renewed by CBS

CBS has renewed NCIS and The Neighborhood for the 2024-25 broadcast season.

Today, 16:02

[image: Trailer and poster released for the second season of The Big Door Prize]
Trailer and poster released for the second season of The Big Door Prize

The Big Door Prize returns to Apple TV+ for its second season later this month.

Today, 15:02

[image: Canceled Starz wrestling drama series Heels is headed to Netflix]
Canceled Starz wrestling drama series Heels is headed to Netflix

Heels, starring Stephen Amell and Alexander Ludwig, has landed at Netflix after Starz canceled the series in 2023.

Today, 14:02

[image: All three FBI series renewed by CBS]
All three FBI series renewed by CBS

Dick Wolf's trio of FBI dramas continues on CBS. FBI, FBI: Most Wanted and FBI: International have all been renewed by the network.

Today, 13:02

[image: Prime Video reschedules Fallout premiere date]
Prime Video reschedules Fallout premiere date

Prime Video has released the premiere of the controversial new drama series Fallout from Westworld creators Jonathan Nolan and Lisa Joy.

Today, 12:52
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